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How to double the tongue on the trumpet - 8notes.com Christian Morris This method for articulation notes is faster on the tube. One language traditionally taught with a syllable at the tip of the tongue (for example, in the Arban Cornet method) can only be played up to a certain speed. Alternating the sound of ta with the second syllable, ka or ku from the back of the tongue, we can
play passages of quickly articulated notes, as in the last minutes of the first movement of the concert trumpet Bohme (from bar 135): Bume Pipe Concerto 1st mvt First of all, it is important to understand how the usual 'ta' tonguing works. A common misconception among beginners and intermediate players is that the tongue blows teeth when pronouncing one or a side. This could
not be further from the truth; in fact, the tongue blocks the airflow and is removed from the teeth to obtain the articulation of the one. You can see it in action in this X-ray image, which shows the tongue sripping away from the teeth, unlocking the airflow, as each note is formulated: You can feel it for yourself with this quick exercise:1. Without the tool, take a deep breath. 2. Put the
tongue behind and touching the upper front teeth. You should be able to feel the air pressure in your diaphragm, throat and right on the tip of your tongue that seals the air inside your body. 3. If you remove (i.e. move backwards) your tongue out of your teeth with that sound, the air will rush out of your body. Notice how it requires very little effort, the pressure from you aperture
causes air. It also highlights the importance of good breathing in good tonguing. The first step, then, to a good double tonguing is a good one tonguing. Practice the following simple exercises in the same language as the metronome. Gradually increase the speed for a few days or weeks. Make sure you take a good breath before you start and keep the air flow moving at all times.
Feel the tongue moving away from your teeth in order to open the taps and produce a note. Now we introduce a second consonant 'ka' sound, which we end up quickly alternating with 'ta' in order to produce our fast double tonguing. The principle is exactly the same as with the ta sound, except that the back of the language is used to create articulation: 1. Without the instrument,
take a deep breath. 2. At the very end of the tongue is held on the roof of the mouth in order to block the air from leaving the body. 3. The tongue simply relaxes, moving down to release air from the mouth with the sound of ka. You have to practice saying this ka sound from the instrument. Gradually increase the speed and always concentrate on maintaining a stable air flow. Then
we repeat the previous exercise, but using our 'ka' sound. Again, start slowly and gradually Speed. It is time to combine two types of tons. Start by alternating the sounds of ta and ka in groups of 4. Always practice these exercises with a metronome, slowly to start with, and then gradually increasing the speed: Now alternate in groups of two: Finally, the practice of alternating ta
and ka, with quavers to begin with, then semiquavers: After that you have to practice double tonguing exercises from a good mentor's book, Arban is a great place to start. A few tips to finish: 1. Learning a double language can be tedious, so spending a lot of time practicing saying ta-ka-ta-ka... away from the tool, including when you walk down the street, picking out trash or even
watching TV. 2. Experiment with different vowel sounds. Arban teaches tu-ku, here we used ta-ka. You will also hear those taught sometimes. None of these approaches is wrong. You may find one works better for you than the other. The same goes for consonants. Some players find it easier to come up with the yes-ga sound. Especially try this if you feel that 't' articulation blocks
the sound. Good luck! Learning to double your tongue on a trumpet may seem impossible. And do you really need this technique? Let's not even be in triple tonguing! Well, you don't need that, no. You can play any song using one language. But if you want to increase the speed with which you can play, one tonguing just won't cut it. It's just too tiring. To really play the trumpet like
a professional, you have to learn to double the language. The good news is that anyone can do it. Yes, it's a challenge. It's a big challenge. But if you take it one step at a time and keep on it, you end up getting it down. And then it will seem easy for you. And it will open up a whole new world in terms of what you can do with your pipe. So let's get back to it. Before we actually start
learning triple and double language, let's take a closer look at why it's worth all the effort to learn these difficult methods. Why learn to double and triple the tongue on the trumpet? There are many types of articulation such as legato and staccato. All this helps the trumpeter to determine his own style of play. That's what most trumpeters want to learn how to double and triple
language. Learning these techniques allows them to be able to play each note better. They also help trumpeters play at a faster pace without much effort. But you will have to practice this method on a daily basis to really enhance your gaming abilities. Speed is another advantage of dual and triple language techniques. When playing at a certain fast pace, one tonguing is not
always possible. Triple or double tonguing allows you to play a series of notes at a faster pace. These techniques were used by trumpet plays legends as Arban and Herbert L. Clarke to perform extremely extremely extremely Solo. Both played in the cornet, but the cornet is mostly identical to the pipe, with some differences. Over time, most modern trumpeters have ignored or
forgotten these techniques, in large part because it takes a lot of time and effort to perfect them. Despite the difficulties, I recommend you try to learn the double language method. It's worth the investment of your time if you want to take your trumpet play to a really professional level. How to double your tongue on a tube Before you learn a few tonguing techniques, you must first
master the technique of one language. Constantly placing your tongue in different areas of the mouth can cause a lot of confusion, so it is important to be absolutely flawless in one tonguing before trying to learn other methods. The first Master Single Tonguing is best to take a simple approach at the beginning. Teachers often tell students to tell Tu when the language hits.
According to Ian-Batista Arban, it is very important to keep in mind that the stroke of language is only an expression. It's not really a blow. Instead, it makes a retrograde movement. This essentially means that the language behaves like a valve. Talking about the word Tu helps to determine the attack of sound, but the language only releases air, and the way of its release
determine the type of articulation. You don't want to actually stop the flow of air. You just interrupt it with the tip of your tongue in front of your mouth. Start by practicing this movement on one note until you have it down perfectly. You don't want to worry about finger movement at this point. Focus only on the language. Once you've got it nailed, then you can move on to different
pitches and then scales and exercise-based weights. If you have a solid one-language technique, you can start learning a few tonguing. Again, take it one step at a time. Learn the dual language method to perfection before you go to the triple language method. Learn The Double Language Method Double tonguing uses the back of the tongue to interrupt the flow of air, similar to
what the tip of the tongue does when one is tonguing. You basically switch back and forth between the tip and the back of your tongue. When you used the Tu syllable above, you controlled the airflow with the tip of your tongue. Now you want to use a ku syllable that is produced at the back of the tongue blocking and releasing air against the roof of the mouth. Note that some
teachers use two Ta and Ka syllables, and some use Te and Ke. Others use softer yes and ga, Du and Gu or De and Ge. Everyone achieves the desired goal. Use the one that makes the air feel easier for you. Start by practicing Ku sound without an instrument until you really feel it and how the air flow works. Then repeat this with Tool. Follow exactly the same steps as you did
for Tu sound while practicing your single tonguing. Don't move on until you have a koo, i.e. use the back of your tongue to control the airflow down. Just like everything else in life, this technique will seem difficult when you first learn it. Initially, the sound of Tu and Ku may seem very different to you during the game. This makes it difficult to use it in the song. The best way to
prevent this is to practice, practice and practice! Practice makes Perfect Don't apply this to a song until you can make a ku sound just like Tu. They should have the same length, sharpness, dynamics and space between them. They should sound the same. It will sound boring at first, but with some practice, the note will become short and sharp. Once you have two sounds
sounding similar, you should practice alternating between them quickly. Start by playing four syllables tu in a row and then four syllables ku. Once you can do it perfectly, play two each in a row. Then switch to alternating each note. You want to continue practicing this technique until you can do it without much effort. Using it to repeat notes up to scale is a great way to practice
before you actually use it in a song. The ability to switch between two of each note helps to save energy in repetitive notes and fast runs. Repeating the same syllable over and over again is incredibly draining and switching makes it easier. This gives you more speed when tonguing notes at a fast pace. Although the front and back areas of the mouth are used for this technique,
the tongue actually moves up and down rather than back and forth. It's an easy move to make once you get it down. Using Double Language Technique in Trumpet Play as a Pro When you are finally ready to apply the dual language technique of music, remember the following. Make sure that each two-language note sounds completely one language for the listener. The song
should not sound different just because you are using a new technique. Here's how to master any song with this method. Ace The Single Tongue Method First The first time you play any song, use the usual one tonguing method. If you can play fast enough with a single language technique, there is no need for changes. You don't have to use the double language method for every
song you play. If it sounds good enough using one language method, then you can stick to it. If you decide to use the dual language method, you should know how the song sounds in the first place. Playing it with a single language method will help you learn the correct wording before switching to a double language method. Take one step at a time after you song down using a
single language method, practice the entire song using only a second syllable. You Are You never actually perform the whole song using only koo sounds. But practice Ku on your own polishes your ability to play with the second syllable and help you make it sound exactly like the first one. Practice like this means that you will be able to use this syllable more cleanly and smoothly
in your performance. It will also help you identify ranges where it is difficult for you to use this syllable. This information is useful when deciding whether to use double language in a song. Master Double Language Technique In song The next step is to play small sections of the song when switching between the two syllables. Once you are able to play a small piece with both
sounds, you can start practicing the full song. First, you will probably be slower than usual playing the trumpet. Nor will it sound clear and clear. It may be demotivating, but you have to push it through. The more you practice, the faster and cleaner you become with this method. So keep practicing until you can pronounce both syllables together perfectly. Eventually, this method will
become easy for you to use. You'll be able to turn on both syllables to play much faster. Once you become good, you want to use the dual language method in many situations. This will change your ability to play fast tempo songs. What is the difference between a double and a triple Tonguing two methods is basically the same. Both use two syllables, Tu and Ku (or any of the
other combinations mentioned above). The only difference is that you tongue in front of the mouth (first syllable) twice and then on the back (second syllable) once. This method comes in handy when you need to play a quick pass that is in groups of three. The practice of triple tonguing in the same way you practiced double tonguing: taking it one step at a time. Final thoughts on
learning dual language technique After blue print in this article will help you learn dual language and triple language techniques much faster and make sure you learn to do them correctly. Just make sure to practice them on a full bb pipe rather than a smaller pocket pipe. It is true that these techniques are a big problem for most beginner level trumpeters (I would advise new
players to start with these tube exercises for beginners). Many new trumpeters find double tonguing funny in practice initially and almost impossible to actually apply. It can feel like it's impossible to even use it when actually performing a song. But it's not impossible. If you work hard, keep on it, and are dedicated to learning how to double your tongue on a tube, you will master it for
too long. Who knows? You could even be the next Herbert L. Clarke or Jean-Baptiste Arbaan. And once you do, you its incredibly useful too in your your The ability to double your tongue and triple language will improve your trumpet playing skills and allow you to play the trumpet faster and better than ever before. Before.
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